Field Day Friday
Continues Custom
Dating Since 1901

Results of Interclass Battles Show Odds Of 3 to 1 Favoring Sophs

Next Scoring This Year Marks
Second Shift Since Beginning

Past Records Show Most Even Battle Continuation since their
began. The annual battles have con-
Charles River early Friday morning,
Results Of Interclass Battles
'43. 'A

and tug-of-war. The programs were
program. They were football, relay,
tests.
next fifty years." This is the same
class of Field Day contests for the
first year of competition and when
entire day.

for glove fight from one to three,
active team members, continued with-
more boys an opportunity to become
This arrangement, which gave many

of-war, and one for the glove fight.

events-the crew race and glove

mittee decided to make Field Day a
the same until 1918, when the com-

Park, and at that time
charles River Park, and at that time
those three were only three events on the
programs. They were football, relay,

score all the day's points. Not

cup which Friday's winner will re-

Odds, 5-3 on Sophs.
Sophs, 12 wins, 88%.
Sophs, 15 wins, 88%.
Sophs, 12 wins, 88%.
Sophs, 11 wins, 71%.
Sophs, 10 wins, 71%.
Sophs, 9 wins, 65%.
Sophs, 8 wins, 65%.
Sophs, 7 wins, 65%.
Sophs, 6 wins, 65%.
Sophs, 5 wins, 65%.
Sophs, 4 wins, 65%.
Sophs, 3 wins, 65%.
Sophs, 2 wins, 65%.
Sophs, 1 win, 65%.

is a tenon of victory to the winning
class of Field Day contests for the
next fifty years." This is the same
class that Friday's winner will re-

in the course of thirty-four years
despite grand plans have been ar-
camplified and in every case it was the
Upperclassman which was able to
score all the day's points. Not
one of the fresh men had been able to stop
opponents from scoring, but in
288 of Sophomore sophomores could
either way lose points.
The tables which follow show how
the classes have scored and the per-
centages they have attained in each
competitive event since 1918. The
probably odds based on past re-

ars. Field Results
1918-1934
10 Games
Sophs, 9 wins, 59%.
Prob. 5 wins, 31%.
Net, 5, 126.
Odds, 6-3 on Sophs.
17 races
Sophs, 13 wins, 59%.
Prob. 4 wins, 16%.
Oth, 7-5-2 on Sophs.
17 pulls
Sophs, 13 wins, 75%.
Prob. 5 wins, 25%.
Oth, 7% on Sophs.
400 Yards, 1/2 Mile, 1 Mile, 2 Miles, 4 Miles, 5 Miles, 1 Strike, 11 Games, 15 Games

the Faculty Lounge on the second
floor at 5:45, will proceed to the North
Hall for the dinner and the address.
sonal friends and members of the I

with the lower classes having nothing for the athletic events to occupy
their afternoons' attention, the
glove fight will be extended with more fighting spirit than ever before.
The Soph and Fresh will have their ties—and clothes—undamaged by disorganized mobs and will be better able to vent
their rivalry in an organized activity, in which a win means points toward a Field Day victory.
It is this column's hope that the classes of '38 and '39 will co-operate with the committee and President Compton's wish
to discontinue food throwing. Perhaps some pleasure was obtained from
it, but certainly it was not a great addition to Field Day.
It will be an unusual sight to see competing classes actually watching the football
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